Speedwell High Resolution WRF Forecasts
Speedwell weather are providers of high quality weather data and forecasts for many markets. Historically we have
provided forecasts which use a statistical bias correction applied to ECMWF and GFS forecast models, which are
required for many traditional station based applications. In response to the growth in renewable energy and interest in
more remote agricultural crop growing regions Speedwell have invested and developed the capability to generate a
new range of forecast products for sites or regions where there is little if any observed weather data that would be
necessary for the bias corrected forecasts.

This new range of forecasts still uses the world leading forecast centre models from ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasting) and the US GFS (Global Forecast System), but rather than interpolate and correct
for model bias uses the high resolution dynamic forecast model (“WRF”) to generate a detailed forecast product.
Forecasts based upon this WRF process can be produced at much greater temporal frequency than previously as well
as for any point location around the world. Forecasts covering 72 hours ahead at 30 minute intervals can now be
produced to satisfy those users looking at half hourly electricity markets for example.

Application
WRF forecasts can take account of more diverse
geography and terrain than statistical models, providing
more relevant predictions for your area of interest. These
are most suited to wind farms energy production, solar
PV energy production and agricultural sectors. Forecasts
may be produced in meteorological terms, or expressed
in terms of energy production (MWh) as required.

Here we produce a high resolution hub height wind
speed forecast, to model wind power production at
wind farms across Spain. Coupling the wind forecast
with the individual wind turbines and the appropriate
power curves, we are able to produce forecast wind
power production for the whole country, or for subsets based upon individual operators’ wind farm assets (expressed as MWh)

What to do next if you require forecast products:
We can produce forecasts for single site locations, or for regions, or for collections of sites (baskets). We can produce daily forecasts out to 10 days ahead, or hourly/half-hourly forecasts out to 72 hours ahead. Forecasts are
available 4 times per day (based upon GFS) or twice per day (based upon ECMWF)
Please contact us to discuss your requirements
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About High resolution dynamical forecasts - WRF
The Weather Research and Forecast Model (WRF) is a next generation mesoscale forecast model and assimilation system that has advanced both the understanding and prediction of mesoscale weather systems. The
model incorporates advanced numerics to solve the governing equations, advanced data assimilation techniques, a relocatable multiple grid nesting capability and improved physics particularly for the treatment of
convection and mesoscale precipitation. Unlike Global Circulation Models (GCMs), WRF is not limited by
higher spatial resolution in terms of computational expenses and efficiency, as the WRF model can be run
over small regions.
WRF is widely used operationally at national meteorological centres as well as laboratories, universities, and
private weather companies.
Speedwell Weather uses the Regional Climate Model WRF for the dynamical forecast at higher spatial and
temporal resolutions. At Speedwell, WRF has been tested and used as a high resolution forecasting tool in
areas with scarce observations or with complex weather patterns. The forecast data can therefore be used
for more location specific products, higher temporal (hourly) resolution forecasts and as synthetic time se-

Boundary Conditions
3/6-hourly Daily (GFS/ECMWF Operational (day (-1) to day (+3)), where day (-1) contains observation assimilation for the forecast initialization).
WRF can be run once a day to produce 5 days of hourly forecasts or 2 to 4 times a day to produce 1 -2
days of 30minute or hourly forecasts.
WRF can run for any region of the world with multiple nested domains.
Weather Variables
We are able to produce WRF-based forecasts for an extensive collection of outputted variables, covering
temperatures, precipitation, wind, humidity, pressure, solar radiation, ground conditions and soil temperatures.

How good are the Speedwell WRF Forecasts?

The following images are snapshots showing various Speedwell WRF output compared against the observed outturn:
Hourly wind for London Heathrow

A comparison of the Speedwell bias corrected forecast vs Speedwell WRF vs observations
London Heathrow forecast comparison March 2017
3-Hourly: WRF (value), Speedwell ECMWF_ENS (ens) and station (Sta)

Weybourne (WMO 03488) Sample rainfall forecast

How Speedwell produce your WRF forecast products
Currently WRF is run 4 times a day, once for each region to produce 3 day forecasts of hourly weather variables.
The main workflow is:
1. Download of the forcing data at the time of its release from either the ECMWF or GFS source model (Operational
and Ensemble options)
2. Run the pre-processing of the data using Speedwell configurations:

Define a main model domain and any nested domains

Extract meteorological fields from the forcing data sets for the simulation period

Horizontally interpolate meteorological fields to the model domains
3. Set the WRF initialization specifications using Speedwell proprietary configurations for the required region and variables, then generate the lateral boundary conditions. The essential steps are:

Define a base state / reference profile for geopotential and column pressure

Define the perturbations from the base state for geopotential and column pressure

Initialize meteorological variables: u, v, potential temperature, vapour mixing ratio

Define a vertical coordinate and temporal resolution

Define the physical and dynamical parametrizations according to the simulation case, as well has any grid nudging

Define one-way or two way nested runs

Interpolate data to the model’s vertical coordinate(s)

Initialize static fields for the map projection and the physical surface (orography)
4. Run WRF with all the configuration previously set up.

After the completion of each forecast run, the resultant forecast series are stored in Speedwell’s databases, before
being disseminated according to client format specifications, typically as .CSV files over secure FTP, or can be issued
in NetCDF formats for larger regional product delivery.

What to do next:
We can produce forecasts for single site locations, or for regions, or for collections of sites (baskets). We
can produce daily forecasts out to 10 days ahead, or hourly/half-hourly forecasts out to 72 hours ahead.
Forecasts are available 4 times per day (based upon GFS) or twice per day (based upon ECMWF).

Please contact us to discuss your requirements
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